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Term 6- Week 7-  13.7.20  
 
Good morning, 
 
Thank you for sending me all your lovely work last week. It was lovely to read all 
the work that was sent through to my emails. 
 
This week’s English focus is based around creative story writing opportunities 
linked to the rainforest.  
 
Have fun and enjoy. Any problems please do contact me via email.  
 
I look forward to hearing about how it goes. 
 
Mrs Sealy, Mrs Smith and Mrs Wild  
leopards@bratton.wilts.sch.uk 



Lesson 1- Planning a story ending   
In today’s lesson I would like the children to plan an ending to a story. The story 
can be found on the following page, it is about Suka the sloth.  
 
First read the story starter on the following page . Then using your imagination, 
plan how the story might end. Remember to make it exciting! 
 
 
Things to consider: 
What is making the noise? 
Does Suka manage to escape? How?  
How does the story end?  

On the following page is Mrs Smith’s 
example of a plan. There are also 
some planning sheet examples. 



Mrs Smith’s planning example 



Su
ka’s Sto

ry 







Lesson 2- Writing the ending of a story    
In today’s lesson I would like you to use the planning from yesterday to help 
you write the ending of Suka’s story.  On the following page I have put a copy 
of Suka’s Story which you may like to print out and continue writing from  it at 
the end. Mrs Smith has also written an example of her story ending from her 
the plan the previous day.  

Don’t forget:  
• Full stops, capital letters and fingers 

spaces 
• Use adjectives and expanded noun 

phrases to add interest 
• Re-read it to check that it makes 

sense 



Suka’s Story 



Mrs Smith’s example  



Lesson 3- Story planning  
In today’s lesson I would like the children to look at the image below.  

Think about: 
• Where could this 

hut be? 
• What might be 

inside the hut? 
• Who might live 

inside? 
• What happens if 

you step inside? 
• Is it dangerous, 

safe, magical or 
scary? 



Now that you have spent some 
time looking at and discussing the 
picture on the previous page.  
 
Today’s task is to plan a story using 
the picture as a stimulus.  
 
Mrs Smith has putting her story 
plan on the next page. There are 
also examples of planning 
templates that you may use to 
support your planning.  



Mrs Smith’s example 









Lesson 4- Story Writing  
In today’s lesson I would like you to use the planning from yesterday to help 
you write a story using the ‘Hut in the forest’ as a stimulus. Mrs Smith has also 
written an example of her story  from her plan the previous day.  
 
Why not pretend it is a ‘Big Write’, put on some relaxing music and let your 
mind and imagination go wild!  
 
I cant wait to read your stories.  

Don’t forget:  
• Full stops, capital letters and fingers spaces 
• Use adjectives and expanded noun phrases 

to add interest 
• Re-read it to check that it makes sense 





Mrs Smith’s example  



Mrs Smith’s example  continued 



Mrs Smith’s example  



Lesson 5-Handwriting practise  
In today’s lesson you could spend some time finishing off any work from 
earlier in the week or use today to practise your handwriting. On the 
following slide I have included some collective nouns for you to copy out in 
best.  
 
Or you could log onto letter-join to practise your handwriting.  








